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1 GIMP
The GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) is used primarily as a tool for photo
manipulation. It provides a very well documented API for developers and the support
to enrich the core functionality with plug-ins. One of the primary language bindings to
write plug-ins is Python.
2 Trying GIMP-Python
At first you need a running GIMP installation which was compiled with Python support.
Most of the distributions provide these packages. To find out, if your GIMP installation
supports Python plug-ins, check the image menu under Filters–Python-Fu. A menu
entry provides a link to a GIMP Python console; a shell with imported Python bindings.
Open a new image and try the console:
1 >>> gimp . i m a g e l i s t ( )
[<gimp . Image ’Untitled’>]
3 >>> gimp . i m a g e l i s t ( ) [ 0 ] . width
720
5 >>> gimp . i m a g e l i s t ( ) [ 0 ] . h e i g h t
486
7 >>> gimp . i m a g e l i s t ( ) [ 0 ] . name
’Untitled’
3 Bootstrap your Plug-in
Every GIMP installation creates a configuration directory for each user. Under Unix-
like environments this is located in the users home as a hidden .gimp−2.X directory.
Amongst other GIMP related directories holding brushes, patterns and palettes, a plug-
in directory will hold your plug-in written in Python.
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The python plug-in is not different to any other plug-in you can write for GIMP (if
GIMP provides bindings to that programming language). A typical Python plug-in looks
like the following example:
#!/ usr / b in /env python
2 from gimpfu import ∗
4 def p l ug i n ma i n ( image , drawab le ) :
"""main function for the plugin."""
6 print "Hello World!"
8 r e g i s t e r (
"python-fu-kiwipycon" ,
10 N ("This is an example GIMP plug-in" ) ,
"""A longer description of the plugin.""" ,
12 "Roman Joost" ,
"Roman Joost" ,
14 "2009" ,
N ("_Kiwi Pycon Plugin..." ) ,
16 "*" ,
[
18 (PF IMAGE , "image" , "Input image" , None ) ,
(PF DRAWABLE , "drawable" , "Input drawable" , None ) ,
20 ] ,
[ ] ,
22 p lug in ma in ,
menu="<Image >/Filters/Web" ,
24 domain=("gimp20-python" , gimp . l o c a l e d i r e c t o r y )
)
26
main ( )
The register () function registers your plugin on startup and configures it. You provide
as well a main function which does all the hard work (plugin main in this example).
4 Running it for the first time
Make sure your plug-in is made executable. If you used the example provided by this
paper, you’ll find the menu entry for this plug-in under Filters–Web in the image menu.
If you click on the menu entry, nothing will happen than a simple Hello World which is
printed in the terminal.
5 Troubleshooting
It’s always helpful to start GIMP in verbose mode in your terminal if you want to see
what’s going on:
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$ gimp−2.7 −−v e r bo s e
Another helpful place to look and browse are the GIMP plug-in and procedure browsers
located in the help menu.
6 GEGL and Python
GIMP is heading to a more modular core, called Generic Graphics Library (GEGL). The
library would allow a more flexible approach on how to write plug-ins, even ones without
using the GIMP user interface. The bindings are configurable and installable by the
normal Unix like configuration steps (make sure you switch into the pygegl subdirectory
of the gegl module):
1 $ cd b i n d i n g s / pygeg l /
$ . / c o n f i g u r e
3 $ . /make && make i n s t a l l
Checkout the samples subdirectory to find some examples on how to use the python
binding.
7 More help and information
The GIMP community is happy to help on their mailing lists and IRC channels. If you
look for developer advice and development insights subscribe to https://lists.xcf.
berkeley.edu/mailman/listinfo/gimp-developer/.
Because of the widespread community, there are several IRC channels setup you can
chat about anything your like around GIMP. The main developers channel though is at
irc://irc.gimp.org/#gimp
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